We are looking for a

.NET DEVELOPER
We are a US based company, headquartered in San Francisco with a
development center (Pamet d.o.o.) in Belgrade, Sava Center. With more than
300 tech solutions delivered over the past 15 years our deep expertise in
software development allows us to provide one of the best products in the
industry.

Project Description
Our client develops, maintains and hosts platform for a large user base of
mental health institutions and clinics. The platform is providing excellent
service to end users and it managed to evolve through the years with
continually improving and adopting new technologies and concepts.

How it works:
Partnership with clients and growing through their success stories and
implementations. Publicly recognized by external auditors.
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Tech info:
- Technology stack based on Microsoft products
- Advanced usage of almost all enterprise technology features and/or concepts
that evolved through the development in the digital era of medical and health
services.
- Large ecosystem of solutions and modules including BI, EMR/EHR, Reporting,
Billing, Scheduling, Mobile applications (iOS, Android, Windows Mobile), external
facing interfaces and APIs, etc.
- Security and reliability as priority number one.
- Using Telerik components to enrich the end-user interface and overall user
experience.
- Ever evolving platform with defined upgrade cycles and schedules.

We are looking for a .NET/C# Developer to join us in our Belgrade office
and work in our team on different projects for large local and
international clients. Your primary responsibilities will be to design and
develop .NET/C# applications and to coordinate with the rest of the
team working on different layers of the infrastructure. Therefore, a
commitment to collaborative problem solving, sophisticated design, and
quality product are essential.
Education and experience
-

University degree in computer science (or equivalent)

Technology skills
-

3+ years of experience with .NET framework and Microsoft stack
Excellent knowledge: C#, ASP.NET MVC
Excellent understanding of IT concepts and software development
practices incl. Security
Experience in working with MS SQL Server and knowledge of SQL
Experience in JavaScript, jQuery
Knowledge of common design patterns
Experience in writing unit tests for .NET
Experience with Telerik tools is preferable
Knowledge in ASP.NET Core is preferable
Proficient understanding of GIT, TFS code version systems (branching
strategies, conflict resolving)

Personal skills
-

Strong communicator with analytical thinking
Team player eager to learn and share the knowledge with the team
Oriented to self-education and skills improvement

Benefits
-

Excellent compensation package
Positive company culture
Team buildings and all that comes with the territory
Monday breakfast, Friday lunch and beer
Continuous training and education program
Interesting projects with a high focus on quality
Advancement opportunities based on performance
Free coffee and subsidized non-alcoholic drinks
Did we mention the beer?

Interested? Awesome!
Send us your CV at hr@vicert.com

